Another Art Basel Miami Beach has come and gone, and with it thousands of art and design insiders descending on Miami Beach. Between the main fair and a slew of satellites like Design Miami/, UNTITLED, NADA, and Art Miami, the week is notoriously jam-packed with countless VIP previews; exhibition openings; talks and panels; museum parties; celebratory brunches, lunches, and dinners; and, if you’re lucky, a few minutes to take a dip in the ocean between appointments. For those who couldn’t make it down to Miami and followed along on Instagram, there was certainly a plethora of things going on, but only a few really worth knowing about—here’s 13 moments people are still talking about.

**Dom Perignon's "Last Supper" dinner party**

The Champagne house made its return to Art Basel, this time with a more intimate affair: a lavish "Last Supper" dinner party thrown by Lenny Kravitz and Alan Faena at the hotelier’s crystalized house in Miami Beach. The party brought together an exciting mix of guests including David Adjaye, Rosario Dawson, Sean Penn, Paris Hilton, and art dealer Marc Glimcher, while Diplo set the mood.